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Moneyball for Magazines

Beyond Web Analytics: Measuring 
Content Engagement Across All 

Platforms 
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Moneyball



What's The Problem?

• Though Toronto Life is a great brand, we face 
competitors who range between very rich and 
mind-bogglingly rich

• Canadian competitors are large companies 
with assets in television, radio, sports, etc. 

• New competition (Buzzfeed, HuffPo, etc.) has 
nearly unlimited funds and a mandate to 
disrupt the traditional media models



Success of torontolife.com

• Focus on users, engagement, return visits
• Best practices with SEO & Social Media, but those 

were secondary to making great content
• A team dedicated to building and growing the 

web without constraints of the print magazine
• Outstanding at generating pageviews and 

produced a lot of content very cheaply
• Web users greater than print readership since 

Oct. ‘13



“Life is pretty simple: You do some stuff. Most 
fails. Some works. You do more of what works. 
If it works big, others quickly copy it. Then you 
do something else. The trick is the doing 
something else.” 

Tom Peters, Author of In Search of Excellence



Build Your Own Audience

“Cover bands don’t change the world.” 
– Todd Henry, The Accidental Creative

• Can’t go from being a cover band to being 
famous for your own music. You’re playing to an 
audience that doesn’t belong to you

• Pay attention to what everyone else is doing, but 
only to figure out why it works for them, not to 
slavishly imitate



Publisher Role Mandate

• Integrate print and digital teams 

• Apply the same data-driven thinking that lead 
to success on torontolife.com to the print 
publication

• Maintain Toronto Life's position in the market 
as one of the most respected magazines in 
Canada



Why Keep Print?

• If it didn’t exist, we would be trying to invent it. 
Print blows away digital platforms at engagement

• Average time spent reading torontolife.com is 3.5 
minutes per user per month

• Average time spent reading the interactive tablet 
edition is over just 35 minutes per reader/issue

• Reported time spent reading print is 78 minutes 
per month among subscribers



Traditional Print Measurement
• Newsstand sales reporting gives issue to issue 

comparisons

• PMB (Vividata) gives readership numbers

• Reader Survey Panel gives an indication of what 
content is working

• All of data sources have big problems. Just too 
slow to provide meaningful, actionable 
intelligence at the pace needed



New Methodology: Using Tablet 
Readership as a Sample Set

• Tablet Data: The tablet users are a 
representative sample, small but much larger 
than the reader panels

• Tablet usage appears to be representative of 
magazine usage. Similar results to previous 
readership surveys

• The data makes intuitive sense – no real 
surprises 



Maximum Happiness

“Netflix seeks the most efficient content. Efficient 
here meaning content that will achieve the 
maximum happiness per dollar spent. There are 
various complicated metrics used, but what they 
are intended to measure is happiness among Netflix 
members. How much would it go up if Netflix 
licenses, say, Mad Men vs. Sons of Anarchy?”

John Ciancutti, former VP of Product Engineering



The Moneyball Metric: Cost per 
Hour of Reader Engagement

Total Freelance Costs

____________________________

Web Hours * (Tablet Hours * Tablet Multiplier)



Expected Results

• Features are not efficient because they are too 
expensive to produce. Efficient content means 
cheap content

• Service will be most engaging because it has 
high utility and repeat usage

• Great art is key to drawing in and keeping 
reader attention



Actual Data – Top Features



Actual Data – Bottom Features



Actual Data – Memoirs



Actual Data – Food Coverage



The Moneyball Derivative: 
“Right Price” of Content

If we had spent our budget perfectly this month, getting 
engagement proportional to spend, what would we have 

paid for any individual article?

Percentage of total monthly engagement for article * 
Total Freelance Spend = “Right Price”

Percentage of total engagement for article – Percentage 
of Total Spend of article = Price Differential



Actual Data – Price Difference Top 
Online Only Content



Actual Data –Price Difference 
Bottom Online Only Content



Redesign Philosophy 

• The reader comes first. Focus on building the 
best product possible for our audience

• Measure success based on total engagement –
not on pageviews or unique visitors

• Continuous A/B testing on headlines and 
social drivers



Key Learnings

• The hardest part of our jobs is getting 
someone to the story, once they are there 
keeping them is much easier

• The closer we get to a story, the more 
engaging it is: personal journalism, first hand 
reporting, unusual access to a subject

• Good journalism is worth spending money on!



Questions?


